
1. Introduction
The Tibetan Plateau (TP) with elevated complex terrain remarkably influences the regional climate and water 
cycle (Duan et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2019). However, the state of the art climate models gener-
ally have difficulty in reasonably reproducing the precipitation over TP (Mishra et al., 2019; Na et al., 2021; B. 
Yang et al., 2015). The global climate models of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) 
produce 62.0%∼183.0% more rainfall than the observations over the TP (Mueller & Seneviratne,  2014; Su 
et al., 2013). The wet bias over the TP (WBT) remains in the CMIP6 (Cui et al., 2021; Zhu & Yang, 2020). Even 
the regional climate models (RCMs) with much higher horizontal resolution have similar WBT problem (Y. Gao 
et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2018).

Various factors cause the WBT problem of climate models, for example, the uncertainties in the initial conditions 
due to scarce observations over the TP (P. Zhao et al., 2018), the inappropriate description of TP cumulus charac-
teristic (Kukulies et al., 2021; Y. Li & Zhang, 2017; W. Xu & Zipser, 2011), particularly the poor representation 
of the complex terrain-related processes in the models (Hu & Yuan, 2021; Sun et al., 2021), and so on. How to 
reduce the WBT over TP has become a hot issue and great efforts have been made to improve the precipitation 
simulation over the TP (Z. Liu et al., 2022; X. Wang et al., 2018). Driving the model with high-accuracy initial 
conditions, assimilating the observations, and adopting proper cumulus scheme all can improve the TP precip-
itation simulation to a certain degree (Park et al., 2013; X. Wang et al., 2021; Xie et al., 2021; B. Yang, Zhou, 
et  al.,  2018). Studies show that increasing the model horizontal resolution also effectively reduces the WBT 
(H. Gu, Yu, et al., 2020; Ji & Kang, 2013; Kan et al., 2015; Liang et al., 2021; Rahimi et al., 2019) because 
the simulated excessive water vapor transport (WVT) is suppressed by the increased model terrain height (Jain 
et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2018; Y. Zhao et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021). But the WBT still exists in the simulations 
with the model horizontal resolution of a few kilometers (P. Li, Furtado, Zhou, Chen, & Li, 2021).
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excessive surface heat source, which results from the poor representation of the sub-grid terrain-related 
radiation processes. To realistically describe the surface sub-grid radiation process in the RegCM4, a 
3-dimensional sub-grid terrain solar radiative effect (3DSTSRE) parameterization scheme is implemented 
into the RegCM4 to improve the original plane-parallel radiative transfer scheme. Results show that adopting 
the 3DSTSRE scheme in RegCM4 can significantly reduce the summer (June–August) wet bias over the TP 
produced by the model with the plane-parallel radiative transfer scheme. Mechanism analysis indicates that 
the 3DSTSRE scheme largely improves the description of the TP surface energy balance in the RegCM4 
by reducing the positive bias of downward surface solar radiation (DSSR). The reduced DSSR leads to the 
weakened surface heat source and cooler near-surface air over the TP. Consequently, the local atmospheric 
circulation adapts to the temperature field as the low-level anti-cyclonic (high-level cyclonic) anomaly over 
the TP. The adjustment of the temperature and wind field attenuates the water vapor transport, enhances 
the low-level atmospheric stability, inhibits the updraft motion, and eventually reduces the rainfall over 
TP. Although the 3DSTSRE improves the DSSR simulation only during daytime, the precipitation simulation 
is also improved at nighttime, which is fundamentally attributed to the maintenance of the cooled atmosphere 
throughout the daytime and nighttime.
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To improve the simulation of precipitation over the regions with complex terrains, increasing the level of detail 
in the description of the terrain-related physical processes is more important than increasing the model resolution 
alone (Dirmeyer et al., 2012). The turbulent orographic form drag scheme remains its added-value in reducing the 
WBT at the model resolution of 0.03° (Y. Wang et al., 2020). In addition, correctly representing the TP soil type 
can also restrain the WBT (Yue et al., 2021). Adopting the Community Land Model Version 4.5 (CLM4.5) with 
a greater level of detail in the sub-grid land surface processes in climate models can produce a decrease of WBT 
compared to the other land surface models adopted (H. Gu, Yu, et al., 2020; X. Wang et al., 2015).

The Regional Climate Model Version 4 (RegCM4) has been widely applied to the Earth science studies (Lu 
et  al.,  2021; Zou et  al.,  2013). No matter of the configurations of resolution, cover region, forcing data, and 
physical schemes, the RegCM4 often produces the WBT in summer (Chen et  al.,  2014; Giorgi et  al.,  2012; 
Oh et al., 2014; Park et al., 2013; X. Wang et al., 2021; M. Yang, Zuo, et al., 2018; S. Zhang et al., 2015). The 
RegCM4 provides a non-hydrostatic dynamic core lately, but the new core still cannot fix the WBT problem 
(Coppola et al., 2021; Nguyen-Xuan et al., 2022).

Although it is urgent to realistically describe the sub-grid terrain radiative effects (STRE) in climate models with 
the horizontal resolution increased, only a few climate models consider the STRE due to the lack of efficient 
STRE scheme (Y. Gu et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2011). Implementing a 2-dimensional STRE (2DSTRE) parameter-
ization scheme into the RegCM4 improved the description of STRE and thereafter the simulation of the summer 
precipitation over China (C. Gu, Huang, et al., 2020). But the 2DSTRE scheme has native shortcomings from 
its overly idealized and simplified effect of sub-grid terrain (it only considers the effect of sub-grid terrain slope 
and aspect on the solar incident angle) on surface radiation (Kondrat'yev, 1965; Y. Zhang et al., 2006), for exam-
ple, overestimation of the downward surface solar radiation (DSSR) during the period with low solar elevation 
angle. To completely consider the radiative effects of the 3-dimensional structure (i.e., terrain slope and aspect, 
terrain shading, and sky view factor, etc.) of sub-grid terrain (Dozier & Frew, 1990; X. Li et al., 2002), we have 
recently developed a 3-dimensional sub-grid terrain solar radiative effect (3DSTSRE) parameterization scheme 
to realistically describe the effect of sub-grid terrain on DSSR (A. Huang et al., 2022; X. Zhang et al., 2022). The 
3DSTSRE scheme has been systematically tested in the Common Land Model (CoLM) and the results showed 
the ability of CoLM in simulating the land surface energy balance and hydrothermal status can be significantly 
improved by adopting the 3DSTSRE scheme (X. Zhang et al., 2022).

To further improve the performance of RegCM4 in simulating the summer precipitation over the TP, we coupled 
the 3DSTSRE scheme with RegCM4 and indicate how the scheme affects the performance of RegCM4 in simu-
lating the summer precipitation over the TP. The underlying physical mechanisms are also deeply revealed. Find-
ings of the study may provide a necessary base to further develop climate models and improve the precipitation 
simulation over the TP and surrounding regions with complex terrains.

Section  2 introduces the RegCM4, the 3DSTSRE scheme, data sets, and metrics. The effects of 3DSTSRE 
scheme on the performance of RegCM4 are evaluated in Section 3. Section 4 indicates the underlying physical 
mechanisms of the 3DSTSRE scheme affecting the simulated summer precipitation over TP. Section 5 gives the 
conclusion and discussion.

2. RCM, 3DSTSRE Scheme, Data and Methodology
2.1. Regional Climate Model

The RegCM is the first RCM around the world and originally developed by the National Center for Atmos-
pheric Research (Dickinson et al., 1989; Giorgi, 1990). The RegCM has been developed and maintained by the 
Abdus Salam International Center for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) since the RegCM Version 3 (RegCM3, Pal 
et al., 2007). Compared to the RegCM3, the latest RegCM4 (available at https://github.com/ictp-esp/RegCM, 
Coppola et al., 2021) provides the additional non-hydrostatic dynamic core and abundant new choices of physical 
schemes that is, the Tiedtke cumulus scheme (Tiedtke, 1996), the Kain-Fritsch cumulus scheme (Kain, 2004; 
Kain & Fritsch,  1990), the University of Washington (UW) planetary boundary layer scheme (Bretherton 
et al., 2004), the CLM4.5 land surface model (Oleson et al., 2013), the Nogherotto-Tompkins explicit moisture 
scheme (Nogherotto et al., 2016), the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTMG, Mlawer et al., 1997), and so on.
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2.2. The 3DSTSRE Parameterization Scheme

The 3DSTSRE parameterization scheme (A. Huang et al., 2022) is conducted mainly by two steps:

1.  The grid-scale terrain correction factors for modifying the surface solar radiation (SSR) simulation of 
plane-parallel radiative scheme are first calculated from the sub-grid terrain parameters (i.e., terrain slope 
and aspect, sky view factor, shading factor, and the maximal terrain elevation angles along different direc-
tions, etc.) derived from the sub-grid terrain elevation data with high-resolution before the model run. The 
terrain correction factors are calculated by Equations 1–7. The variables 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 , 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 , 𝐴𝐴 SVF𝑖𝑖 , and 𝐴𝐴 SF𝑖𝑖 are the sub-grid 
terrain slope, aspect, sky-view factor, and shading factor respectively (the symbols are listed in Table 1). Their 
definitions and detailed calculation methods are introduced in A. Huang et al. (2022). The correction factors 

𝐴𝐴 TACB𝑝𝑝 , 𝐴𝐴 TASB𝑝𝑝 , 𝐴𝐴 SECA𝑝𝑝 , 𝐴𝐴 DIFC𝑝𝑝 , and 𝐴𝐴 REFC𝑝𝑝 (Figures 1a–1e) are only related to the sub-grid scale terrain 
and time-independent. The grid-scale shading factor 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 SF𝑖𝑖 >𝑖𝑖→𝑝𝑝 and adjusted grid-scale shading factor 𝐴𝐴 SFC𝑝𝑝 
(Figures 1f–1i) are dependent on both the sub-grid scale terrain and the time. Thus， 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 SF𝑖𝑖 >𝑖𝑖→𝑝𝑝 of each 
model grid is generated statistically under different combinations of 360 azimuth angles and 100 levels of the 
maximal terrain elevation angle along each azimuth by the method described in A. Huang et al. (2022) and 
X. Zhang et al. (2022). The adjustment parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is the function of the model horizontal resolution 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 
(Equation 7). In this study, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 is 20 km and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is 0.048.

Symbol Meaning

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 The grid-scale surface albedo

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 The adjustment parameter for grid-scale shading factor

𝐴𝐴 DIRC𝑝𝑝 The grid-scale terrain correction factor for the downward direct solar radiation flux

𝐴𝐴 DIFC𝑝𝑝 The grid-scale terrain correction factor for the downward diffuse solar radiation flux from the sky

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 The model horizontal resolution in kilometers

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 The solar constant

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ The plane-surface grid-scale downward direct solar radiation

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ The plane-surface grid-scale downward diffuse solar radiation

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ The rugged surface grid-scale downward direct solar radiation

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ The rugged surface grid-scale downward diffuse solar radiation from the sky

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟↓ The rugged surface grid-scale reflecting solar radiation from the surrounding terrain

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓𝑜𝑜2𝑚𝑚 The final rugged surface grid-scale downward diffuse solar radiation

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↑ The rugged surface grid-scale upward direct solar radiation

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↑ The rugged surface grid-scale upward diffuse solar radiation

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 The grid-scale solar incident angle

𝐴𝐴 REFC𝑝𝑝 The grid-scale terrain correction factor for the reflecting solar radiation flux from the surrounding terrains

𝐴𝐴 SECA𝑝𝑝 The area weight coefficient

𝐴𝐴 SF𝑖𝑖 The sub-grid shading factor

𝐴𝐴 𝐴 SF𝑖𝑖 >𝑖𝑖→𝑝𝑝 The grid-scale shading factor

𝐴𝐴 SFC𝑝𝑝 The adjusted grid-scale shading factor

𝐴𝐴 SVF𝑖𝑖 The sub-grid sky-view factor

𝐴𝐴 TACB𝑝𝑝 The grid-scale factor A for the calculation of 𝐴𝐴 DIRC𝑝𝑝

𝐴𝐴 TASB𝑝𝑝 The grid-scale factor B for the calculation of 𝐴𝐴 DIRC𝑝𝑝

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 The grid-scale solar zenith angle

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 The sub-grid terrain slope

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 The sub-grid terrain aspect

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 The grid-scale solar azimuth angle

Table 1 
List of Symbols
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TACB𝑝𝑝 =
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REFC� =
1
�
∑�=�
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(

1 + cos ��
2

− SVF�

)

sec �� (5)

SFC𝑝𝑝 = 1 − 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(1− < SF𝑖𝑖 >𝑖𝑖→𝑝𝑝) (6)

𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 0.1849𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑−1.443 + 0.04561 (7)

 Figure 1 shows the grid-scale terrain correction factors derived from the 3″ (∼90 m) Shuttle Radar Topogra-
phy Mission (SRTM) V4.1 digital elevation model data (Jarvis et al., 2008) in the model domain. The 𝐴𝐴 TACB𝑝𝑝 , 

𝐴𝐴 TASB𝑝𝑝 , and 𝐴𝐴 SFC𝑝𝑝 are the terrain correction factors for the direct solar radiation. The model grid with larger 
absolute value of 𝐴𝐴 TACB𝑝𝑝 (𝐴𝐴 TASB𝑝𝑝 ) and smaller 𝐴𝐴 SFC𝑝𝑝 has larger impacts of sub-grid terrain on the grid-scale 
direct solar radiation. Smaller 𝐴𝐴 DIFC𝑝𝑝 indicates that the sub-grid terrain makes less diffuse solar radiation 
reach the grid land surface. The grid with larger 𝐴𝐴 REFC𝑝𝑝 receives extra solar energy due to the reflecting solar 
radiation from the surrounding terrains. The grid with more complex sub-grid terrain has larger area weight 
factor 𝐴𝐴 SECA𝑝𝑝 . From Figure 1, the most significant 3DSTSRE can be found along the western, southern, and 
southeastern flank of TP.

Figure 1. The terrain correction factors for the 3DSTSRE scheme in the model domain with a horizontal resolution of 
20 km, TACBp (a), TASBp (b), DIFCp (c), REFCp (d), SECAp (e), the SFCp at 06 LST (f), 07 LST (g), 17LST (h), and 18 LST 
(i) on 1 July 2010. The thin (thick) lines indicate the elevation of 1,000 m (3,000 m).
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2.  The SSR components of the RegCM4 model are modified by the above terrain correction factors during 
the model integration. According to Equations 8–11, the grid-scale rugged surface downward direct solar 
radiation 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ , diffuse solar radiation 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ , and solar radiation reflecting from the surrounding terrains 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟↓ are calculated by the terrain correction factors (Equations 1–7) and the grid-scale variables from the 
original plane-parallel radiative transfer scheme in the model. The variables 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ , 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ , 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 , 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 
are the plane-surface downward direct solar radiation, the plane-surface downward diffuse solar radiation, 
the solar zenith, the solar azimuth, and the surface albedo at a given model grid, respectively. 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is the solar 
constant. Following the previous studies (Arnold et al., 2006; Senkova et al., 2007), the reflecting solar radi-
ation (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟↓ ) from the surrounding terrains is added to the rugged surface downward diffuse solar radiation 
(𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ ), thus, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓𝑜𝑜2𝑚𝑚 (Equation 12) is the final rugged surface downward diffuse solar radiation in the 
model. To maintain the energy balance, the rugged surface upward direct solar radiation 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↑ and diffuse 
solar radiation 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↑ should be calculated by Equations 13 and 14. The cosine of grid-scale solar incident 
angle 𝐴𝐴 cos 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝 is calculated by Equations 15 and 16 to determine whether it is daytime or nighttime at surface 
instead of 𝐴𝐴 cos𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝 (𝐴𝐴 cos 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝 > 0.0 is the daytime). Detailed information about the 3DSTSRE scheme are intro-
duced in A. Huang et al. (2022).

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ = max

(

SFC𝑑𝑑 ⋅ DIRC𝑑𝑑

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓

cos𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑

∕SECA𝑑𝑑𝑑 0.0

)

 (8)

DIRC𝑝𝑝 = cos𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝 + TACB𝑝𝑝 sin𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝 cos 𝜃𝜃𝑝𝑝 + TASB𝑝𝑝 sin𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝 sin 𝜃𝜃𝑝𝑝 (9)

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓

[

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓

𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

+ DIFC𝑑𝑑

(

1 −
𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓

𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

)

∕SECA𝑑𝑑

]

𝑑 ifDIRC𝑑𝑑 > 0

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓

[

DIFC𝑑𝑑

(

1 −
𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓

𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

)

∕SECA𝑑𝑑

]

𝑑 otherwise

 (10)

𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟↓ = (𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟↓ + 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟↓) 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟REFC𝑟𝑟∕SECA𝑟𝑟 (11)

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓𝑜𝑜2𝑚𝑚 = 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ + 𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ (12)

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↑ = 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ ⋅

(

𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 +
𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ − 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓

)

 (13)

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↑ = 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓𝑜𝑜2𝑚𝑚 ⋅

(

𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 +
𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓ − 𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓𝑜𝑜2𝑚𝑚

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑↓𝑜𝑜2𝑚𝑚

)

 (14)

cos 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝 = 𝑢𝑢𝑝𝑝 cos𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝 + 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 sin𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝 cos 𝜃𝜃𝑝𝑝 +𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝 sin𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝 sin 𝜃𝜃𝑝𝑝 (15)

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑢𝑢𝑝𝑝 =
1

𝑛𝑛

∑𝑖𝑖=𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1
cos 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖

𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 =
1

𝑛𝑛

∑𝑖𝑖=𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1
sin 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 cos 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖

𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝 =
1

𝑛𝑛

∑𝑖𝑖=𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1
sin 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 sin 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖

 (16)

2.3. Numerical Experimental Design

Two numerical experiments driven by the same initial and lateral conditions have been carried out in this study. 
The experiment by the RegCM4 with (without) the 3DSTSRE scheme is called SEXP (CTRL) experiment. 
Following Ou et al. (2020) and X. Wang et al. (2016), the domain centered at 30°N, 90°E with 210 (132) grids 
in the east-west (north-south) direction at the horizontal resolution of 20 km covers the TP and its surrounding 
region (Figure  2). Since the grid-scale topography derived from the SRTM data is quite consistent with the 
RegCM4 default grid-scale topography (not shown), this study adopts the default grid-scale topography, which 
is provided by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Global Multi-resolution Terrain Elevation Data 
(GMTED, Danielson & Gesch, 2011) with a resolution of 30″. The simulation is run by the MM5 hydrostatical 
core (Grell et al., 1994) with 18 vertical levels of atmosphere and 50 hPa at the model top.
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Following H. Gu, Yu, et al. (2020), the physical package used in this study are the CLM4.5 land surface model 
(Oleson et  al.,  2013), the Tiedtke cumulus scheme (Tiedtke,  1996), the Holtslag planetary boundary layer 
scheme (Holtslag et al., 1990), the SUBgrid EXplicit moisture scheme (Pal et al., 2000), the Zeng ocean flux 
scheme  (Zeng et al., 1998), and the CCM3 Column Radiation Model (Kiehl et al., 1998).

The weekly National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface 
Temperature with a resolution of 1° (Reynolds et al., 2002) provides the oceanic surface condition. The initial 
and boundary conditions are derived from the 6 hourly European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF) ERA-Interim reanalysis with a horizontal resolution of 0.75° at 37 vertical levels (Dee et al., 2011). 
The lateral boundary condition adopts the relaxation exponential technique with the boundary width of 18 grids 
(the black grids in Figure 2). The soil moisture is initialized by the European Space Agency Climate Change 
Initiative Essential Climate Variable (ESA CCI ECV) Surface Soil Moisture Combined Product (Y. Y. Liu 
et al., 2012) averaged from 1979 to 2013, which greatly saves the model spin-up time (Bisselink et al., 2011).

The model time step is 30 s. The solar radiation module, the absorption-emission module, the land surface model, 
and the cumulus module are called with the interval of 10 min, 1 hr, 10, and 2 min, respectively. The model inte-
gration for each experiment starts at 00:00 UTC on 1 May and ends at 00:00 UTC on 1 September in each year of 
2010–2014. The model output interval is 1 hr. The first month of simulation in each year is taken as the spin-up 
time following X. Gao et al. (2016), Kang et al. (2014), and Koné et al. (2022), so the simulations of each experi-
ment during June to August in each year of 2010–2014 are used for analysis. The differences between SEXP and 
CTRL simulations indicate the impacts of the 3DSTSRE scheme on the performance of RegCM4 model.

2.4. Data for Model Evaluation

In this study, we have used the data for model evaluation as follows:

1.  The half hourly Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Final 
Precipitation L3 (Huffman et al., 2019) with a resolution of 0.1° from 00:00 UTC 1 June to 23:30 UTC 31 
August in each year of 2010–2014. The GPM data are in reasonable agreement with the ground observa-
tions (Ma et al., 2016; R. Xu et al., 2017) and widely used in the studies of precipitation over the TP (Lai 
et al., 2021; G. Li, Yu, Wang, Ju, & Chen, 2021; Tang et al., 2018).

2.  The monthly surface incoming shortwave radiation (SIS) from the EUMETSAT CM SAF Cloud, Albedo, 
Radiation data set, AVHRR-based, Edition 2.1 (CLARA-A2.1) Surface Radiation Products (Karlsson 
et al., 2020) with a resolution of 0.25° from June to August in each year of 2010–2014.

3.  The hourly Fifth generation of the ECWMF atmospheric reanalyses (ERA5, Hersbach et al., 2020) with a hori-
zontal resolution of 0.25° from 00:00 UTC on 1 June to 23:00 UTC on 31 August in each year of 2010–2014.

Figure 2. Grid-scale terrain elevation (a) and sky-view factor (b) in the model domain with a horizontal resolution of 20 km. 
The white (red) solid lines indicate the terrain elevation of 1,000 m (3,000 m). The Reg1 (Reg2, Reg3) is the region above 
3,000 m (1,000, 3,000 m) in the purple (black-dash, red-dash) rectangle. The black girds indicate the lateral buffer zone.
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2.5. Methodology

Following Tian et al.  (2015) and Yu et al.  (2010), the accumulated precipitation with an hourly precipitation 
greater than 0.1 mm·h −1 during the daytime (nighttime) is divided by the total hours during the daytime (night-
time) to obtain the daytime (nighttime) precipitation.

The Taylor score (TS, Taylor, 2001) and root mean square error (RMSE) are used for quantitative evaluation of 
the simulated precipitation. TS is a comprehensive score of the magnitude and pattern variability (Taylor, 2001). 
TS varies from 0.0 to 1.0 and larger TS indicates higher skill. Smaller value of RMSE indicates the simula-
tion with lower biases. The Student's t -test (Owen, 1965) is used to test the significance of the differences in 
Figures 3, 4, 8, 10, and 11.

The grid-scale sky-view factor (Figure 2b) is derived from the 3″(∼90 m) sub-grid sky-view factor. The smaller 
the grid-scale sky-view factor is, the stronger the 3DSTSRE is. Three sub-regions for model evaluation are 
selected according to the magnitude of 3DSTSRE and climate regime. The Reg1 and Reg2 are two sub-regions 
with the most significant 3DSTSRE but with different climate. The Reg1 is the arid region in western TP 
(Zheng et al., 2013) above 3,000 m (shown in Figure 2 with purple solid-line rectangle, 72°∼82°E, 31°∼37.5°N) 
with the WVT mainly from the westerlies (Ma et al., 2018). The Reg2 mostly affected by the WVT from the 
Indian summer monsoon (B. Huang et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2020) covers the southern TP with the terrain height 
above 1,000 m (shown in Figure 2 with black dash-line rectangle, 78°∼103°E, 26.5°∼31°N). Previous studies 

Figure 3. The summer mean precipitation from Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) (a), simulations of the CTRL (b) and SEXP (c) experiments, and ERA5 (d) 
averaged over 2010–2014. The summer precipitation differences between the ERA5 data and the GPM data (e), between the CTRL experiment and the GPM data (f), 
between the CTRL experiment and the ERA5 data (g), and between the SEXP and CTRL experiments (h). The thin (thick) black lines indicate the elevation of 1,000 m 
(3,000 m). The Reg1 (Reg2, Reg3) is the region above 3,000 m (1,000, 3,000 m) in the purple (black-dash, red-dash) rectangle. The black dots in panels (e–h) indicate 
the significant level above 95% of t.
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have shown that the largest wet bias over TP is located in Reg2 (Cui et al., 2021; Xin et al., 2020). The Reg3 
with the terrain height above 3,000 m covers most area of TP (shown in Figure 2 with red dash-line rectangle, 
71°∼104.5°E, 27°∼37.5°N).

3. Model Evaluation
Both GPM and ERA5 data show very similar spatial distribution of precipitation (Figures 3a and 3d). As shown 
in Figure 3b, compared to the GPM and ERA5 data (Figures 3a and 3d), the CTRL experiment adopting the 
RegCM4 without the 3DSTSRE scheme can well reproduce the overall spatial distribution characteristic of the 
summer precipitation decreasing from southeast to northwest over the TP. However, the CTRL experiment tends 
to overestimate the precipitation over most TP especially in the regions with complex terrain (Figures 3f and 3g). 
The SEXP experiment with the adoption of 3DSTSRE scheme clearly reduces the overestimation of summer 
precipitation over the TP especially Reg2 with complex terrain in the CTRL experiment to a considerable degree 
(Figure 3h).

Figure 4a shows that the RegCM4 overestimates the daytime precipitation over most TP in the CTRL experi-
ment. During nighttime, the precipitation in the CTRL experiment shows weak negative biases (∼0.1 mm·h −1) 
over most of the TP but strong positive biases along the TP edges with complex terrains (Figure 4b). The largest 
biases of the daytime and nighttime precipitation in the CTRL experiment are all located in the south edge of TP 
with much more complex terrain, especially the region with the elevation from 1,000 to 3,000 m (>0.7 mm·h −1, 
Figures 4a and 4b). The differences of the daytime and nighttime precipitation between the SEXP and CTRL 
experiments are within ±0.1 mm·h −1 over most of the TP (Figures 4c and 4d). The largest differences of daytime 
and nighttime precipitation between the SEXP and CTRL experiments are also located over the south edge of TP 
with the values exceeding −0.3 mm·h −1.

Figure 4. The daytime and nighttime precipitation differences between the CTRL experiment and the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) data (a, b), and 
between the SEXP experiment and the CTRL experiment (c, d) in summer averaged over 2010–2014. The thin (thick) black lines indicate the elevation of 1,000 m 
(3,000 m). The Reg1 (Reg2, Reg3) is the region above 3,000 m (1,000, 3,000 m) in the purple (black-dash, red-dash) rectangle. The black dots indicate the significant 
level above 95% of t test.
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The regional mean total precipitation (TotP), convective precipitation (CP), and large-scale precipitation (LSP) in 
the SEXP experiment all decrease compared to those in the CTRL experiment during both daytime and nighttime 
over the each sub-region (Figure 5). The decrease of the overestimated TotP induced by adopting the 3DSTSRE 
scheme mainly comes from the reduced LSP (CP) over the Reg1 (Reg2 and Reg3; Figures 5a–5c).

Compared to the CTRL experiment, the SEXP experiment produces much lower RMSE (higher TS) of the 
modeled precipitation against the GPM observation over each sub-region at most hours of a day (Figure 6), indi-
cating that adopting the 3DSTSRE scheme in RegCM4 can effectively improve the precipitation simulation at 
most time of a day. To further investigate the general performance of the 3DSTSRE scheme, the RMSE (TS) of 
the daytime mean, nighttime mean, and all-day mean precipitation produced by the CTRL and SEXP experiments 
are also calculated (Figure 7), which also confirms the improved precipitation simulation with the adoption of the 
3DSTSRE scheme. It is interesting that although the 3DSTSRE scheme modifies the simulated SSR only during 
daytime, the simulated precipitation can also be improved at nighttime (Figures 4, 6, and 7).

Figure 5. The differences of the simulated summer total precipitation (TotP), convective precipitation (CP), and large-scale precipitation (LSP) during daytime, 
nighttime, and all day averaged over 2010–2014 in the three sub-regions (Figure 2) between the SEXP and CTRL.

Figure 6. The root mean square error (RMSE) (a–c) and TS (d–f) of the hourly simulated summer precipitation averaged over 2010–2014 in the three sub-regions 
(Figure 2) from the CTRL and SEXP experiments against the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) data. The gray background shows the nighttime.
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4. Physical Mechanism
The CLARA data indicate the DSSR fluxes over TP increase from southeast to northwest (Figure 8a), which 
is opposite to the rainfall distribution (Figure 3). In the CTRL experiment, the RegCM4 without the 3DSTSRE 
captures the main features of the DSSR distribution (Figure 8b) but overestimates the DSSR more than 30 W·m −2 
in most TP (Figure 8d). The simulated DSSR fluxes in the SEXP experiment decrease more than 10 W·m −2 over 
southeastern TP and more than 30 W·m −2 over the southern and western TP compared to the CTRL experiment 
(Figure 8e), which clearly reduce the positive biases of DSSR fluxes over most TP simulated by the CTRL exper-
iment (Figures 8d and 8e).

As shown in Figure 9a, regarding the CLARA data as the “true value” and compared to CTRL experiment, the 
RMSEs of the DSSR fluxes in the SEXP experiment considering the 3DSTSRE can be reduced by 34.7%, 24.8%, 
and 17.4% over the Reg1, Reg2, and Reg3, respectively. The 3DSTSRE scheme clearly improves the description 
of DSSR in the RegCM4 over the complex terrains. Consequently, the overestimation of surface heat fluxes in the 
CTRL experiment are obviously reduced (not shown). Compared to the CTRL experiment, the SEXP experiment 
with the 3DSTSRE scheme improves the simulation of surface turbulent heat fluxes, whose RMSE in daytime 
(nighttime) against the ERA5 data is reduced by 31.0% (9.1%) over Reg1, 35.0% (6.9%) over Reg2, and 26.8% 
(5.0%) over Reg3 (Figure 9b).

Figure 10 shows the differences of the wind (temperature) between the CTRL experiment and ERA5 data, and 
between the SEXP and CTRL experiments at 500 and 200 hPa. During the daytime, compared to the ERA5 data, 
the CTRL experiments shows positive temperature anomalies accompanied with the cyclonic (anti-cyclonic) wind 
anomalies at 500 hPa (200 hPa), suggesting that the RegCM4 overestimates the near-surface cyclone and South 
Asia High above the TP (Figures 10a and 10c). The increase of daytime temperature at 500 hPa is stronger than 
that at 200 hPa over the Reg1, which makes the air column more unstable and promotes the upward motion in the 
CTRL experiment. The daytime wind differences between the CTRL experiment and ERA5 data are convergent 
(divergent) at 500 (200) hPa over the Reg2, which also promotes the updrafts. The SEXP experiment shows nega-
tive temperature anomalies accompanied with the anti-cyclonic (cyclonic) wind anomalies at 500 hPa (200 hPa) 
compared to the CTRL experiment, suggesting that the 3DSTSRE attenuates the simulated near-surface cyclone 
and South Asia High above the TP (Figures 10e and 10g). The decrease of daytime temperature at 500 hPa is 
stronger than that at 200 hPa over the Reg1, which makes the air column more stable and inhibits the upward 
motion in the SEXP experiment. The daytime wind differences between the SEXP and CTRL experiments are 
divergent (convergent) at 500 (200) hPa over the Reg2, which also inhibits the updrafts. The differences of the 
temperature (wind) between the CTRL experiment and the ERA5 data during the nighttime are similar to those 
during the daytime (Figures 10b and 10d). Although the 3DSTSRE scheme impacts the simulated DSSR only 
during the daytime, the differences of the wind (temperature) between the SEXP and CTRL experiments during 

Figure 7. The root mean square error (RMSE) (a) and TS (b) of the simulated summer precipitation averaged over 
2010–2014 in the three sub-regions (Figure 2) from the CTRL and SEXP experiments during all day, daytime, and nighttime 
against the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) data. Tables show the relative changes of the RMSE and TS produced 
by the SEXP experiment compared to the CTRL experiment.
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the nighttime resembles those during the daytime (Figures 10f and 10h). The sustained day-night atmospheric 
changes (vitally the cooled atmosphere) resulted from the 3DSTSRE in the SEXP experiment are fundamental to 
the improvement of precipitation simulation throughout the day.

Figures  11a–11d show that the CTRL experiment can reproduce the general characteristics of the summer 
WVT over the TP and its surrounding area during both daytime and nighttime. However, the CTRL experiment 

Figure 8. The summer mean DSSR from the CLARA data sets (a) and the simulations of the CTRL (b) and SEXP (c) experiments averaged over 2010–2014. The 
summer mean downward surface solar radiation (DSSR) differences between the CTRL experiment and the CLARA data (d), and between the SEXP and CTRL (e). 
The white (black) lines indicate the elevation of 1,000 m (3,000 m). The Reg1 (Reg2, Reg3) is the region above 3,000 m (1,000, 3,000 m) in the purple (black-dash, 
red-dash) rectangle. The black dots in Figure 6e indicate the significant confidence level above 95% of t test.

Figure 9. The root mean square error (RMSE) of modeled summer mean downward surface solar radiation (DSSR) during 
daytime against the CLARA data (a) and modeled summer mean total surface latent and sensible heat fluxes against the 
ERA5 data during all day, daytime, and nighttime (b) averaged over 2010–2014 in each sub-region (Figure 2). Tables show 
the relative changes of the root mean square error (RMSE) produced by the SEXP experiment compared to the CTRL 
experiment.
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overestimated the southern-southwestern WVT over the TP edges (Figures 11e and 11f). Figures 11g and 11h 
show that the SEXP experiment with the 3DSTSRE can clearly reduce the overestimation of the WVT over the 
southern and western TP in the CTRL experiment, which is directly related to the atmospheric circulation adjust-
ment (anti-cyclonic wind anomalies over the TP and divergent wind anomalies over the southern TP at 500 hPa, 
Figure 10). The wind anomalies are the adaptions to the cooled atmosphere (Figure 10) resulted from the reduced 
DSSR (Figure 8) and thereafter decreased surface heat flux, which is the consequence of the better representation 
of the surface energy balance (Figure 9) due to the adoption of the 3DSTSRE scheme. The excessively simulated 
WVT is a vital reason for the rainfall overestimation over the TP in the CTRL experiment. In the previous studies 
(Y. Wang et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2019), the overestimation of the simulated WVT and rainfall over the TP edges 
(such as Pamir and Himalayas) are mainly attributed to the unrealistically smoothed terrain and thereby weakened 
terrain drag in the models. According to the results in this study, the lack of the description of 3DSTSRE in the 
models is also an important cause of the overestimated WVT and precipitation over the TP.

To further present the changes of the simulated atmospheric state due to the 3DSTSRE, Figure 12 illustrates the 
profiles of the regionally averaged differences of pseudo-equivalent potential temperature (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ) and the vertical 
speed (ω) between the SEXP and CTRL experiments. According to the profiles of the regionally averaged 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 
anomalies (Figures 12a and 12b), the air columns in the SEXP experiment over the three sub-regions, especially 
the Reg1, are much more stable than that in the CTRL experiment (Saucier, 1955). Figures 12c and 12d show that 
the upward motions are weakened in the SEXP experiment over all the sub-regions terrifically over the Reg2 with 
much more complex terrain compared to the CTRL experiment, this is consistent with the divergent (convergent) 
wind anomalies at 500 (200) hPa over the Reg2 (Figure 10). Overall, the 3DSTSRE makes the RegCM4 repro-
duce more stable atmosphere with weaker upward motions over the TP, leading to the overestimated precipitation 
in the CTRL experiment largely reduced at both daytime and nighttime.

5. Conclusion and Discussion
The 3DSTSRE parameterization scheme is implemented in the RegCM4 to correct the calculations of origi-
nal plane-parallel radiative transfer scheme. The impacts of the 3DSTSRE scheme on the performance of the 
RegCM4 in simulating the summer precipitation over the TP during 2010–2014 are discussed in this study. The 
main conclusions are listed as follows:

1.  The RegCM4 with the original plane-parallel radiative transfer scheme can reproduce the overall spatial distri-
bution features of the summer precipitation over the TP but significantly overestimates the precipitation. 
The overestimated precipitation can in a large part be attributed to the excessively simulated surface heat 
source over the TP, which is largely due to the deficient description of the sub-grid terrain-related processes. 

Figure 10. The differences of summer mean temperature (shaded) and wind (vector) simulations between the CTRL experiment and the ERA5 data (a–d) and between 
the SEXP and CTRL (e–h) at 500 hPa (a–b, e–f) and 200 hPa (c–d, g–h) during daytime and nighttime averaged over 2010–2014. The thin (thick) black lines indicate 
the elevation of 1,000 m (3,000 m). The Reg1 (Reg2, Reg3) is the region above 3,000 m (1,000, 3,000 m) in the purple (black-dash, red-dash) rectangle. The black dots 
indicate the wind differences passing the significant level of 95% of t test. The temperature differences shown with colors pass the significant level of 95% of t test.
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Compared to the CLARA data, the original RegCM4 overestimates the regionally averaged DSSR fluxes over 
the TP with considerable RMSE.

2.  The 3DSTSRE scheme offers the RegCM4 a better description of the surface energy balance and reduces 
the RMSE of simulated DSSR by more than 17.4%, 34.7%, and 24.8% over the TP, the western TP, and the 

Figure 11. The summer mean vertical integral (surface to 100 hPa) of the water vapor flux from ERA5 (a, b) and simulations 
of the CTRL experiment (c, d) averaged over 2010–2014. The summer vertical integral of the water vapor flux differences 
between the CTRL experiment and the ERA5 data (e, f), and between the SEXP and CTRL experiments (g, h) during daytime 
and nighttime. The thin (thick) black lines indicate the elevation of 1,000 m (3,000 m). The Reg1 (Reg2, Reg3) is the region 
above 3,000 m (1,000, 3,000 m) in the purple (black-dash, red-dash) rectangle. The black dots in panels (e–h) indicate the 
significant level above 95% of t test.
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southern TP, respectively. The reduction of the simulated DSSR leads to the weakened surface heat source 
and cooler near-surface air over the TP. Thereafter, the local atmospheric circulation adapts to the atmospheric 
temperature field as the low-level anti-cyclonic (high-level cyclonic) differences over the TP.  The adjust-
ment of the temperature and wind field attenuates the WVT, enhances the atmospheric stability, inhibits the 
updrafts, and finally reduces the rainfall over the TP.

3.  Compared to the original RegCM4, the RegCM4 with the 3DSTSRE scheme significantly decreases the over-
estimated precipitation over the TP in summer with the TS in daytime (nighttime) increased by 55.2% (31.9%) 
and the RMSE in daytime (nighttime) precipitation decreased by 24.9% (22.0%), respectively. Although the 
3DSTSRE improves the DSSR simulation only during daytime, the simulated precipitation is also improved 
at both daytime and nighttime, this is fundamentally attributed to the maintenance of the cooled atmosphere 
throughout the day.

However, the 3DSTSRE scheme does not totally solve the WBT problem. The WBT problem is also blamed to 
the insufficient description of the sub-grid scale dynamic processes (i.e., the gravity wave drag, GWD and the 
turbulent orographic formed drag, TOFD) in the models (Zhou et al., 2017). The abilities to represent the sub-grid 
GWD or TOFD differ a lot among the RCMs. The Regional Climate-Weather Research and Forecasting Model 
(CWRF) accounts for both the sub-grid GWD and TOFD (Liang et al., 2012). The consortium for small-scale 
modeling (COSMO) regional climate model (COSMO-CLM) and HIRHAM regional climate model only include 
the parameterization of GWD (Dosio & Panitz, 2016; Rinke et al., 1999). The sub-grid GWD and TOFD are not 
revealed in the official version of RegCM4. We recently have coupled the TOFD scheme to the RegCM4. We are 
now investigating the impacts of the TOFD scheme on the performance of the RegCM4 over the East Asia and 
will report the results in the near future.

Figure 12. Differences of the regionally averaged summer mean pseudo-equivalent potential temperature (a, b) and vertical speed (c, d) between the SEXP experiment 
and CTRL experiment during daytime and nighttime averaged over 2010–2014 in each sub-region shown in Figure 2.
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Although encouraging findings are uncovered in this study, we have to admit that this study is only a primary 
assessment of the performance of the 3DSTSRE scheme and has its limitations (i.e., findings relative to a specific 
area, specific horizontal resolution, and limited to the simulation of only five summers, only 18 vertical levels and 
hydrostatical core adopted in the RegCM4 model, etc). Therefore, more in-depth studies should be carried out 
and reported in the future to fully understand the mechanisms of the 3DSTSRE scheme influencing the climatic 
modeling, such as further analysis of different areas (e.g., Alps and Rocky Mountains), with long-term simulation 
period, in different seasons, at different time-scales, and investigation of extreme events.

Data Availability Statement
Data used in this study are listed as follows: the Global Multi-resolution Terrain Elevation Data (GMTED, 
Danielson & Gesch,  2011, available at https://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/ofr20111073), the Shuttle Radar 
Topography Mission (SRTM) 90 m Digital Elevation Database v4.1 (Jarvis et  al.,  2008, https://developers.
google.com/earth-engine/datasets/catalog/CGIAR_SRTM90_V4), the weekly National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration (NOAA) Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature with a resolution of 1° 
(Reynolds et  al.,  2002, available at https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.noaa.oisst.v2.html), the fifth gener-
ation of ECWMF atmospheric reanalyses (Hersbach et  al.,  2020, available at https://www.ecmwf.int/en/fore-
casts/datasets/reanalysis-datasets/era5), the European Space Agency Climate Change Initiative Essential 
Climate Variable (ESA CCI ECV) Surface Soil Moisture Combined Product (Y. Y. Liu et al., 2012, available 
at https://esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/v06.1_release), the Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for Global Precipita-
tion Measurement (IMERG) Final Precipitation L3 (Huffman et al., 2019, available at https://doi.org/10.5067/
GPM/IMERG/3B-HH/06), the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim 
reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) which is available at https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datasets/reanalysis-data-
sets/era-interim, and the EUMETSAT CM SAF Cloud, Albedo, Radiation data set, AVHRR-based, Edition 2.1 
(CLARA-A2.1) Surface Radiation Products (Karlsson et al., 2020) which is available at https://doi.org/10.5676/
EUM_SAF_CM/CLARA_AVHRR/V002_01). The source codes of Regional Climate Model 4 (RegCM4) used 
in this study is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7161718. The source codes for calculations of sub-grid 
scale terrain elements, the grid scale 3DSTSRE modification factors, and the revised RegCM4 codes with the 
3DSTSRE scheme are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7161213.
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